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Simple interest worksheet answer

Calculating simple interest is a basic skill for anyone who maintains a bank account, carries a credit card balance, or applies for a loan. The free printable worksheets in this lesson will improve your home math lessons and help your students improve their calculations better.  This collection of worksheets will also help students understand the process by using word problems.
Answers are provided for each of the five sheets on the second page for easy sorting. Before students start on the sheets, explain that when you borrow money, you need to repay the amount you borrowed, as well as all the added interest fees, which represents the cost of the loan. In the same way, explain to students that when you lend money or deposit funds into interest-
bearing accounts, you usually get interest for making your money available to other people. D. Russell Print PDF: Simple Interest Sheet #1 In this exercise, students will answer 10 word issues about interest calculation. These exercises will help homeschoolers learn how to calculate the rate of return on investment and illustrate how interest rates can accrue over time. Students
will answer questions like: How much interest does a $318 investment earn at 9 percent in one year? Explain to students that the answer would be $28.62 because $318 x 9 percent is the same as $318 x $0.09, which equates to $28.62. Explain to students that they will have to pay this amount of interest in addition to paying off the principal, the amount of the original loan, $318.
D. Russell Print PDF: Simple Interest Sheet #2 These 10 Questions will reinforce the lessons learned from Sheet 1. Homeschoolers and other students will learn how to calculate rates and determine interest payments. For this PDF, students will answer word issue questions such as: If the balance at the end of eight years on an investment of $630 that was invested at 9 percent is
$1,083.60, how much was interested? If students are experiencing problems, explain that calculating this response includes only a simple subtraction, when you subtract an initial investment of $630 from the end balance of $1,083.60. Students would set the issue as follows: $1,083.60-$630 = $453.60 Explain that some of the information in the question was redundant and was
not necessary to resolve the issue. For this problem, you do not need to know the years of the loan (eight years), or even interest rates; you just need to know the opening and ending balance. D. Russell Print PDF: Simple Interest Sheet #3 Use these word questions to continue to practice how to calculate a simple interest. Students can also use this exercise to learn about
principal, rate of return (net gain or loss on investment at a certain time) and other terms commonly used in finance. D. Russell Print PDF: Simple Worksheet 4 Teach your students the basics of investing and how to determine which investments will pay the most over time. This worksheet will help your homeschoolers polish their computing skills. D. Russell Print PDF: Simple
Interest Sheet #5 Use this final sheet to review the steps to calculate simple interest. Take the time to answer questions your home kids may have about how banks and investors use interest calculations. Issue 1: Find a simple interest of $6,900 to 162/3% per year for 2 years. Problem 2 : If the sum of money doubles in 10 years in simple interest, how many years will it
triple? Issue 3: If the sum of money is $6200 for 2 years and $7400 for 3 years under simple interest, then find the principal. Problem 4: If the sum of money produces $3900 in interest for 3 years and 3 months at 16% a year of simple interest, find the principal.  Issue 5 : Arthur invests his inheritance of $24,000 in two different accounts that pay 6% and 5% annual interest. After a
year, he got $1,320 in interest. How much did he invest in each account? Problem 6 : Mr. Garret invested twice as much money at 6% as he did at 7%. After one year, his earnings at 6% were $95 more than his earnings at 7%. Find the amount invested in each rate.    Detailed Answer Key Problem 1: Find a simple interest of $6,900 to 162/3% annually for 2 years. Solution :
Formula for simple interest isI = Prt Here, P = 6900, n = 2, r = 162/3% = 50/3 %Plug these values in the above formulaI = 6900 (50/3) / 100啦 2I = 69000中 50/0 300 ‧ 2I = 2300Hence, the interest earned is $ 240.Problem 2 :If the sum of money is doubled in 10 years in simple interest, in what years it will be tripled ? Solution: Let P be the sum of money. Since: P will double in 10
yearsYou can calculate interest for ten years, as shown below From the above calculation, P is interest for the first 10 years. Interest earned in the next 10 years will also P. This was explained below. That's why the amount of money will triple in 20 years. Issue 3: If the sum of money is $6200 for 2 years and $7400 for 3 years under simple interest, then find the principal. Solution
:From the information provided we have the following points. At the end of 2 years, we get $6200In the end of 3 years, we get $7400Z of the above two points, we can get interest earned in the third year. This was explained below.  In simple interest, the interest will be the same for each year. So we can calculate the principal, as shown below. Therefore, the principal is $
3800.Problem 4: If the sum of money produces $ 3900 as interest for 3 years and 3 months at 16% per year simple interest, find the principal.  Solution : Formula for simple interest isI =  ----(1)Here I = $3900, r = 16%, P = ? The value of t must always be in years. But in question, it is given in both years and months. Then, we havet = 3 years 3 months t = 3 3/12 yearst = 31/4
yearst = 13/4 years Plug I = 3900, r = 16/100 a t = 13/4 in (1)3900 = P啦 16/100 , 13/43900 = P啦 1 0 3/25 Multiply both sides by 25/13.3900 ‧ 25/13 = P7500 = PHence, the required principal is $7500. Issue 5 : Arthur invests his inheritance of $24,000 in two different accounts that pay 6% and 5% annual interest. After a year, he got $1,330 in interest. How much did he invest in
each account?  Solution : Let x be the amount invested in 6% of the account. Then, the amount invested in the 5% account is = 24000 - xVrišt : The total interest earned on both accounts is $ 1340.So, we have interest on 6% of the account + interest on 5% of the account = 1330x ‧ 6/100啦 1 + (24000 - x) • 5/100 - 1 = 13300.06x + (24000 - x)0.05 = 13300.06x + 1200 - 0.05x =
13300.01x + 1200 = 1330Subtract 1200 from both sides0.01x = 130Rozděl both sides by 0.01. x = 130 / 0.01x = 13000A also, 24000 - x = 24000 - 1300024000 - x = 11000Hence, the amount invested in 6% of the account is 13,000 dollars and in 5% the account is 11,000 dollars. Problem 6 :P Garret invested twice as much money at 6% as he did at 7%. After one year, his
earnings at 6% were $95 more than his earnings at 7%. Find the amount invested in each rate.   Solution : Let x be an invested amount of 7%. Then, amount invested in 6% rate= 2xThe amount received after 1 year at 7% is = x 啦 7/100 • 1= 0.07x -----(1)Interest earned for 1 year at 6% rate is = 2x ‧ 6/100 • 1= 0.12x -----(2)Given : Profit of 6% was $95 more than his earnings at
7%. This means that earnings in (2) were $95 more moire than profit in (1). So we have (2) - (1) = 950.12x - 0.007x = 950.05x = 95Divide both sides 0.05x = 95 / 0.05x = 9500 / 5x = 1900A also, 2x = 2 × 19002x = 3800Hence, invested amount of 7% rate of $ 1900 and at 6% rate is $ 3800.  In addition to the things listed in this section, if you need any other things in math, please
use our google custom search here. If you have any comments about our mathematical content, please write to us: v4formath@gmail.com We always appreciate your feedback.  You can also visit the following websites about different things in mathematics.  WORD PROBLEMSHCF and LCM word problemsSpeak problems on simple equations Word problems on linear equations
Problems with word on quadratic equationsAlgebra problems With word problems with swallow systems Problems with direct variation and inverse variation Problems with word on unit price Problems with name problems when comparing ratesCondious usual units verbal problems Conversion of metric units problems with wordProblems on simple interestProblems on compound
interest problemsSlovial problems with angle types Additional and additional angles Word problemsDouble facts problems with wordTrigonometric problems of words Percentage problems with wordsem Profit and loss problems word Markup and markdown word problems Decimal word problemsSloval problems on fractionsSloval problems on mixed fractrionsOne step equation
word problemsLinear inequality word problemsSlovoTime and work problems wordWord problems on sets and venn diagramsWord problems on agesPythagorean sentence word problemsProcent number of problems wordSlovo problems at constant speedHas problems with average speed Word problems on the sum of triangle angles is 180 degreesO other topics Gain and loss
abbreviationsPercentage shortcutsČss table shortcutsTime, speed and distance abbreviationsRatio and proportional abbreviationsDomain and range of rational functionsDomains and range of rational functions with holesGraphic rational functions with holesVerding of repeating decimal places into fractionsSize representations of rational numbersSuting square root using the Long
divisionL.C.M method to solve time and work problemsTransstand verbal problems into algebraic expressionsRemainder when 2 power 256 is divided by 17Remainder, when 17 power 23 is divided by 16Sum of all three-digit numbers divisible by 6Sum of all three-digit numbers divisible by 7Sum of all three digits divisible by 8Sum from all three numbers created using 1 , 3, 4Sum
of all three four-digit numbers created with non-zero digitsSum of all three four-digit numbers created using 0, 1, 2, 3Sum of all three four-digit numbers created using 1 , 2, 5, 6 author's onlinemath4all.com SBI! Sbi!
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